“The Life, Blood and Rhythm of Randy Castillo”
A Rock Documentary from Cinema 1 Film and 18 Lights Pictures
(82 min.)
“Not only was he a force of nature as a drummer, he was a force of nature as a human being.”
“The Life, Blood and Rhythm of Randy Castillo” tells the story of a kind-hearted, sometimes
mystical musician whose unique style redefined the art of heavy metal drumming, and whose
generous spirit became a quiet legend in the lives he touched behind the scenes.
Randy Castillo’s thunderous virtuosity and unbridled stage performances contributed to the
resurgent popularity of hard rock concerts in the 1980s and ‘90s when he played with Ozzy
Osborne, Motley Crue, Lita Ford, and other icons.
The film traces Randy’s musical evolution, from his first, childhood drum kit; to his high school
drum and bugle corps days; to the esoteric stage craft of his early touring bands; and finally, to
the innovative performance art that defines his legend—and heavy metal, itself—to this day.
Randy shifted his focus to romance at the peak of his career, as he found time to imagine a
family life with his fiancée, Christina. But he was taken by cancer soon after, leaving a deep and
sudden void in the lives of Christina, his mother and sisters, and a surprisingly large circle of
rock stars, many of whom considered Randy one of their closest and most trusted friends.
The film features superstar interviews, concert footage, Randy’s own home movies, and behindthe-scenes glimpses of the first Native American drummer to reach the top of the pop music
charts.
Narrated by Lita Ford
Written and Directed by Wynn Ponder
Produced by Michael Bell
Featuring Interviews with:
Slash – Lemmy – Zakk Wylde – Lita Ford – Nikki Sixx – Martha Davis – Bill Ward – Vince Neil –
Kip Winger – Phil Soussan – Mike Inez – John 5 – Billy Sheehan –
Bobby Blotzer – Duff McKagan – Matt Sorum – Jerry Cantrell – Carmine Rojas –
Tico Torres – Mitch Perry – Stevie Salas
(more)
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View the trailer:
www.randycastillomovie.com

